
Secure private music and audio production studio available in the heart of
Leyton, close to excellent transport links and local amenities. Available
Immediately, Call Now to arrange your exclusive viewing slot.

Guide Price: £900 - £1100 PCM
In the sought out area of Leyton, a private, secure music and audio
production studio is available. The Studio comes with two tvs, two pianos,
changeable built-in mood lights with chairs and a sofa for comfortable
seating. The Studio is intertwined with two parts which are the private
recording booth and the private seating room which are both sound proof.
Located in the busy area of Leyton are varies of excellent transport links
such as Leyton Midland Road (Overground) with multiple bus routes
surrounding and an abundance of local amenities within walking distance
Available Immediately, Call Now to arrange your exclusive viewing slot.
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